PROSPECT SCHOOL
Freeley Road, Havant, Hampshire, PO9 4AQ
Minutes of the meeting of the Full Governing Body held on
Wednesday 1st February 2017 at 4:00pm
At Prospect School
Present:

(

Mr P Cooper (Chairman)
Mrs S Chinnappa
Mr T Mann
Mr B Amor
Mr J McElhinney
Mr C King
Mr K Morrel
Ms D McComb

(LA)

(Staff)
(Staff)

(munity)

By invitation: Ms J Payne
Ms G Butt
Apologies:

Mr M Hall
Ms S Watson
Ms P Broadhurst

(Parent)
Minutes were taken by:

Mrs J Robertson

(Clerk to the Governors)

1. Welcome and apologies
Paul Cooper chaired the meeting and welcomed governors. He extended a welcome to Mr
Bradley Amor who has taken over from Fiona Buckley as staff governor. Everybody
introduced themselves and explained their roles.
Jenny Futcher has resigned from the governing body. She has other commitments which
mean that she is not able to make the meetings. Fiona Buckley has also taken on
additional responsibilities in school and can no longer continue as governor. Governors
thanked both of them for their work as part of the governing body. AP01/02 CHI to arrange
flowers to be sent to them.
PB has approached parents to see if there is anyone interested in the role of parent
governor. The clerk explained the parent election process.
Apologies were received from S Watson, M Hall and P Broadhurst. The apologies were
accepted by all in attendance.
2.

Pecuniary Interests

No Pecuniary interests were declared against any agenda item. AP02/02 B to complete a
pecuniary interest form.

3.

Raising Achievement
a. Personal Development Learning - Georgie Butt see Appendix A

A copy of the report was distributed to governors prior to the meeting.
It was highlighted that PDL was particularly important for the pupils at the school. Over time the
boys have become less anxious able to settle and work through papers. There is progression the
boys can listen and use appropriate language.
Governors highlighted that during lesson observation they had heard the pupils using
highly sexualised language.It was explained that very often the pupils will use terms but do not
understand them. They also repeat words and phrases they have heard elsewhere. In this
particular case they were copying lyrics from a song.
K Morrel arrived t 4:10pm.
Staff do challenge pupils when inappropriate language is used.
Q Governors asked how the school would like to see the PDL curriculum develop in the
future.
Some of the material is outdated so GB is looking at some materials that are more up to date. They
are also using recording devices to capture discussions which show that the boys are listening and
learning. Feedback from the boys suggests that they value the importance of being able to express
how they feel without being talked down.
In KS4 they had discussions around needs and wants which had led to discussing homeless
people and the boys demonstrated that they had a real understanding of the issues.
There are plans to include life skills in the curriculum such as reading a bus timetable, buying and
preparing food.
Q Does PDL include internet safety for KS3?
This is planned for summer 1. It is probable that they will simplify some of the material used for
KS4. The school is a CEOP registered school and the software is on all PC desktops. The pupils
have also been taught about how to keep their social media profiles private.
GB was pleased to highlight that all the boys leaving this year have a college placement. One pupil
who has planned to work for his father is looking at training. All the pupils have been reminded that
they can contact the school if they have any issues at college.
Q Governors asked if a pupil has an interview at college but the parents are not able to
attend will the school support the pupil.
Yes; the school would support the student.
Q Colleges are going through a lot of changes how have the pupils coped. Have there been
any issues with courses being cut.
No there have been no issues regarding courses. However; the level of support being offered to
students is not a good as it once was.
Q Does the school have evidence of its work with the students post 16.
Colleges receive funding for students with EHCP which can be passed onto Prospect to fund
outreach. The work undertaken as part of the program will need to be recorded. The college
receives funding whilst the student remains at college and Prospect will continue to support them
whilst they are there.

Governors thanked GB for coming to the meeting and providing information on this
important subject.
b. Pupil progress and achievement in Science - Josie Payne (See Appendix B)
The report on science skill ladders had been distributed to governors prior to the meeting.
What the school is working on is mapping knowledge and skills required. This will show what the
students are achieving and whether they are in line to make outstanding or good progress. This is
a robust process. It is a large piece of work which will be rolled out to other subjects once the
process has been nailed down.
Q What would Ofsted see if they looked through the books?
They would see progress. As far as looking at data the flight path data can show progress.
Q The skills on the chart appear transferable and could be demonstrated in other subjects.
For example; reading numbers off a line graph can be demonstrated in other subjects. Is
there any way of capturing this?
It was agreed that skills are transferrable and this would need to be looked at. It was also felt that
the school needs to find a way to quantify progress pupils make in social skills.
It was highlighted that some subjects are very similar particularly RE, PDL and humanities. As it
takes time for the pupils to settle into class after transition teachers need to be very explicit about
what subject they are teaching.
Governors thanked JP for her report to governors.
B.

Attendance

PB was unable to attend the meeting.
A report was circulated to governors prior to the meeting
The report highlights that unauthorised absence is lower and attendance is higher.
Q There was a query about what the level of attendance needed to be to be marked as good
at Ofsted.
In mainstream the school needs to be above National which is approximately 95% and cannot
show any particular group being lower.
Q Governors asked why pupil premium pupils’ attendance appeared worse than non-pupil
premium pupils.
The environment in which they live may be a contributing factor. Some homes do not value school
and education.
There was a discussion about finding education for boys not in school. Hampshire should be
providing education for them. The virtual school only supports looked after children.
The school has been working with one child who receives 1:1 support at home at a cost of £5,000
per term, but the school receives no additional funding for this. They pupil is unable to come into
school. The Head teacher has asked Hampshire for additional funding as this is not sustainable in
the long term.
6 boys on roll do not attend school because they are too unwell to do so.
Q Are these absences authorised or unauthorised?
Authorised as it is due to medical reasons. If a child is able to attend but refuses to do so; then the
absence is marked as unauthorised.

Q When does the school escalate these absences.
If the children are not fit to attend school, then the case will not be escalated.
Q Does the school have any issues with parents taking pupils on trips during term time.
The school has authorised a 3 day absence for an autistic pupil as they are unable to cope with
holidays at peak periods.
Data indicates that attendance is improving steadily.
Q Is there anything else Governors or the school can do to improve attendance.
Attendance panels can help but are difficult in this environment.
Q If a pupil fails to attend how quickly are the parents contacted?
The Tutor will contact the parents if the pupil does not attend tutorial. This will be done before
9:00am. If the pupil shares a taxi or travels in with someone else, the tutor may check with them for
information. If a couple of days go by without contact from the parents then the school will visit the
home.

4. Minutes of the last meeting 28th November 2016
The minutes of the last meeting were distributed to governors prior to the meeting. The
minutes were agreed to be an accurate record and were signed by the chair of governors.

Matters arising
LS has started to carry out repeat DBS checks on staff and governors as agreed at the last
meeting.
Social services pyramid of needs - This is a model to map young peoples’ experiences.
This is a method used by social services. Different experiences acquire different points.
The higher up on the pyramid a person is the greater their experiences will impact on their
ability to succeed. The school feels that it will be beneficial in mapping where the school
can offer support. OP is going to create something for the school and it can help
demonstrate to Ofsted that traumas have been identified and interventions put in place.
The school can show how they add value supporting pupils and helping them achieve.
Governor visits – PC visited the school on 10th January 2017, he observed 3 classes and
attended a staff debrief. One issue that has already been discussed was pupils using
inappropriate language.
Q Governors asked if the school could do anything with the parents to reduce the
use of bad language?
This is being led by the well-being team offering support with appropriate parenting. Some
other approaches have been effective on one occasion the boys refrained from swearing
because they had been advised that bad language upset dogs visiting the school.
Q Do all staff challenge the boys when they swear?
Yes, they do. A lot of the time the boys are not aware what the words they are using
actually mean. Younger ones copy the words they hear older boys use.

Q Are there any consequences for using bad language in class?
There is a log at the end of the lesson. If the boys don’t swear they get extra stars which
can be converted to rewards.

PC highlighted that an issue had been the boys settling into the lessons. The Head
teacher highlighted that they are looking at the timetable to give longer lessons and less
transitions. The school is also looking for hot spots and how to prevent them. PC
confirmed that there was more work done in the second half of the lesson. The new
timetable would include literacy and numeracy session.
Q Would it be possible for the teachers to move rather than the pupils?
This could prove difficult bearing in mind the school and it pupils.
Enrichment activities are having a positive impact on pupils.
Q How do we escalate funding issues?
Send evidence of what the school is doing.
Q Is there anything governors can do?
No
Research has suggested that schools with between 55 and 74 are not viable they only
become viable once they reach 75. Prospect currently has more than 55. There are 30
children in Hampshire who have an EHCP but do not have a place in a special school.
5. Futures day
53 out of 55 parents attended. Governors were pleased to see the high turnout.

6. Finance and Resources
The committee met on 16th January 2017. The budget was scrutinised and the percentage
spend for the year was on track. There are still sources of income to come in so at the end
of the year the school should hit target.






The statement of Financial Expectations was agreed and adopted.
The terms of reference were discussed and they are being updated.
Benchmarking has been completed. – One area was staff sickness and systems
are in place to improve attendance. Staff have been made aware how multiple short
absences can have a greater impact on the school than a planned longer absence.
SLAs have been reviewed by the Head Teacher and the committee has agreed to
retain them.
SFVS has been scheduled in and will be brought to the next FGB for approval prior
to being sent off by 31st March 2017.

Premises issues – see Appendix D

5.

Head Teacher’s Report

The Head teacher had provided a written report that was distributed to governors prior to
the meeting. See Appendix E
Governors were invited to ask questions on the report.

The inclusion team is having a positive effect. The number of pupils outside during class
has greatly reduced and staff may be able to return to class if this continues.
The changes made to the curriculum are having a positive impact. Swimming is having a
positive effect on behaviour. The pupils are also benefiting from exposure to different
situations.
The school has entered an agreement with Park Community school to take part in volley
ball sessions. They have also been invited to participate in a beach volleyball competition
in the summer.
The school has a new member of staff who is developing a garden as a sensory garden.
This will offer the pupils the opportunity to gain RHA Horticultural certificate.
The school is also looking at formally accrediting the BSL course. Boys use BSL on some
occasions to express themselves. ECDL has also started.
Three year 11 pupils have received grades in GCSE maths one grade C, E and G.
The schools APN has been increased to 58 so next year so the school should receive
additional funding. The school is full and in order to take any additional pupils the school
would need additional classrooms. This is currently being explored.
The SEN audit was disappointing. The school had applied for 4 children to move onto a
step 6. Only one application was successful. A new person has been put in charge of the
audit.
Q Did the applications fail because of the way the audit was carried out or because
the applications were not warranted?
The results are based on the number of hours the child was disruptive. It requires data to
support each application.
Q What evidence is used to support the application?
The school has to record information under 24 categories including violent and aggressive
behaviour, absconding, disrupting the learning of others. This data has to be recorded
precisely.
Q Are staff aware of the requirements?
The staff will be told how to record the data.
Lesson observations – 75% of lessons observed were good to outstanding. 6 were
outstanding and 3 required improvement. There is a new observation schedule 6 areas are
looked at and judgements made. If a teacher is judged outstand in 4 areas, they are
deemed to be outstanding. If they get 3 then they are deemed to be good. Only one
teacher did not achieve across all categories and they have subsequently left the school.
Q How can we trust the SLT to make judgements?.
The LLD has moderated the Head Teacher’s judgments and is happy that they are
accurate. The Head Teacher has carried out lesson observations with the SLT and is
confident that their judgements are on a par with hers. Mulberry box are coming in to do a
peer review in March and other mainstream colleagues have been invited in. This will help
to triangulate the results.

A residential trip is taking place next week. Six of the year 11 boys will be going and will
undertake a number of activities.
Q Are the risk assessments for this trip robust?
Generic risk assessments have been done by the venue and each child has their own risk
assessment so the school knows what to expect.
Pupil premium is now in a new format with more information on the impact. This detail
needs to be uploaded onto the website. In order to do this data on outcomes is required.
PB has been charged with finding hard evidence to show the impact of spending.
Training was reviewed.
Q Is all the training linked to objectives on the strategic plan?
Yes
Safeguarding – There has been an issue regarding medication. This issue has arisen as
the school now has pupils who need to be medicated during the day. New procedures are
now in place and the school will be arranging appropriate training.
DMC left the meeting at 17:43
PC checked the new procedure for administering medicine with the admin staff and was
able to confirm that the new process was being followed.
Fixed term exclusions have been high. The year 7 boys this year have been very violent.
Physical restraints have fallen by 61%. This drop shows the same pattern as previous
years. There are still a lot of violent incidents in school.
Q How many child on child incidents have there been?
Not many because the school intervenes.
Q Do the figures include staff injured during holds?
Yes
Q If staff are injured does this go down the RIDDOR route?
Usually the injury is minor, if a member of staff is injured during an intervention it isn’t
reported as an assault. The view has been that the adult takes responsibility if they
intervene.
Q Are holds followed up with the child and the staff members?
Yes, and these follow ups are minuted and logged.
AP03/02 KM to liaise with SC and TM regarding issues surrounding injuries during holds.
Ideas for the website were distributed to governors.
7. Healthy Eating
Governors have a responsibility to ensure Healthy eating standards are met. Governors
discussed some of the rewards offered to the boys and break time food which might not be
compliant with healthy eating standards. The Head Teacher has spoken to Hampshire

about how to change the culture. On the first day of the residential the plan I to go to a
Harvester which offers healthier choices.

8. Safeguarding
See appendix E.
A fire drill took place on 9th November 2016 and was completed successfully. The school
needs to do a critical incident drill.
9

Policies

Health and Safety policy – This was distributed to governors prior to the meeting.
Amendments were sent in and a revised policy was available for the meeting. This policy
was agreed and adopted by the governors.

10

Governor Training

KM has attended induction training and found it very helpful.
Ofsted training for all governors is being held on 6thFebruary 2017 4:00pm to 6:00pm.
Hampshire training on new funding formula was discussed. However, the training is not
specific for special schools and may not be helpful.

11

Date and Time of next meetings
The next FGB meeting will be held 27th March 2017 at 4:00pm
The Chairman thanked all committee members for attending and closed the
meeting at 18:04

Signed.........................................................................
Dated.............................................................................

APPENDIX A

Governors Report – PDL January 2017
In April last year Ms Thomas and Mrs Harvey were tasked with
reviewing the PDL curriculum in line with the new government initiative for the Bigger
Society and in line with the Munthem House Wheel – Empathy, Managing Feelings,
Motivation, Self-awareness and Social Skills.
I was asked to teach PDL in the ‘Summer 1’ term, following the curriculum that was already
in place. This allowed the opportunity to build some invaluable links with the boys and has
helped me to improve standards of delivery and the content of the work being set. I
continue to learn and grow with every lesson and always look for new ways to engage and
stimulate the pupils.

Autumn 1: Key stage 3 worked on Social Skills – This involved learning to work as part of a
group and understanding each other’s needs. Racism and Careers Around the World.
Key stage 3 groups were very unsettled and struggled to manage complete lessons and
tasks but seemed to understand the concept of what was being taught.
Autumn 1: Key stage 4 worked on Personal Action Plans – They focused on Skills and
Around the World. They also looked at what their lives may look like 10 years from now
and Racism.
Year 11’s were given a separate task, to research and complete college and or further
training cause application. This had now been completed and by the end of December
2016 all attending pupils had received confirmation of application forms from respective
colleges and the majority have now been accepted dependant on GCSE grades.
Key stage 4 engaged with the lessons from the start of September, this is partially due to
wanting to be more mature and manage as a key stage 4 pupil.
Autumn 2: Key stage 3 worked on Working Towards Goals and Anti-Bullying (week).
Key stage 3 did start to engage more in lessons but still struggled to complete written work.
Some of the tasks set involve creating a poster, this included Children in Need posters to
raise money. This is the most engaged I had seen pupils who enjoyed creating and
drawing the posters. This has supported building better engagement in the lessons but we
begin again at the start of each term.
Autumn 2: Key stage 4 worked on Emotional Well-being. This topic was received with a
great deal of maturity and pupils engaged well, this included some of our pupils who
struggle to maintain focus for the 45 minute lesson. We discussed emotions and how
anger in particular can effect not just our lives but others. I was very proud of the maturity
shown by the pupils and how well they contributed. One particular pupil had spoken to our
independent counsellor and discussed what he
had been working on in PDL. He had said to her how much he enjoyed the lesson because
he was allowed to give his opinion and felt listened to. That’s worth everything right there!
Spring 1: Key stage 3 (group 1&3 – group 2 will cover in spring 2) are currently looking at
Puberty, this involves three topic areas, Body changes, personal hygiene and emotions.
The pupils have engaged with this subject but still struggle to stay focused but do listen
and when asked for verbal feedback and or questions there is evidence of learning by their
response. Both group 1 and 3 are still struggling to manage behaviour in the lesson and
the level of sexualised language is very inappropriate. Although this is challenged by all
staff, it is noticed that this becomes worse during the lesson especially for group 3 after
every Tuesday science lesson. I do feel that once the boys have become used to the
changes of staffing in science they will become more settled lesson 6. This is the second
week the boys have had the new science teacher and there is already a marked change in
both behaviour and language from the previous week.
Spring 2: Key stage 4 are working on Personal Safety, Hazards in the Home, Internet
Safety (Footprints), Hazards in the Community and Wants and Needs. All key stage 4 have
engaged really well with this topic and have enjoyed the opportunity to work independently
but also as a group or with members of staff. It has surprised some of the pupils that they
did not know what ‘joy riding’ was or had never thought of a planned escape of their home
should there be a fire. This in itself has motivated the pupils to engage more and start to
question.

The topics that have been covered for both key stage 3 and 4 have been planned around
both social and personal topics and how this relates to British Values. I have tried to
initially pick topics that the pupils can personalise, I believe that they need to be able to
understand their own wants and needs to help support their understanding of the wider
community and the impact behaviours and learnings can have on themselves as well as
others.
At the end of each term I discuss with each group the following terms topic, this gives the
pupils an opportunity to contribute their ideas but I have also found it is a nice way to end
the term for the boys.
The attendance and engagement since September has gone from strength to strength and
although key stage 3 behaviour can still be erratic, dependant on the time of day e.g. just
before lunch and last lesson or issues from a previous lesson, pupils consistently attend
and stay in class even when they are struggling. If I had to put a percentages or figures on
this, September for key stage 3 would be around 40% and currently 75% attendance and
engagement as relationships have been built and pupils begin to understand what PDL is
and why it is part of a bigger picture in relation to their future.
Key stage 4 have engaged with the lessons as relationships have been built over the
years. Attendance and engagement is a positive 85% plus. Some of the boys have
verbalised that they feel the reasoning behind subjects being explained at the beginning of
term has helped them to understand why they are doing specific subjects.
Looking back through some of the behaviour logs it has become quite evident that the level
of engagement and behaviour has improved across the board. Going through the group’s
folders also shows levels of improvement as we go through each term.
As a school and a specific subject we continue to challenge both behaviour and the current
level of sexualised behaviour and I/we continue to look at ways to both challenge,
stimulate and support the pupils. Most importantly to stretch the pupil’s boundaries to be
the best they can be and to prepare for life after Prospect.

Appendix B

Science Skills Ladders
Schools have been encouraged to use their own approach to internal assessment,
since the removal of national curriculum levels.
At Prospect we deliberated over the best method to use that would be fit for
purpose, suit the needs of our students, and which would reflect the progress of
our students. This assessment system is designed to check that students are on
track to meet expectations at the end of the key stage, as set out in the
programmes of study.
To this end we are in the process of designing skills ladders, in the first instance, for
core subjects and in the long term for all subjects that we offer.

Please find below Science skills ladders (nb. not complete). There are 9 statements
which reflect the new GCSE grading system (9-1) – you will notice that there are 11
statements, this is because we needed 2 statements below the GCSE grade 1 so
that every pupil can show progress.

Futures Day 12th January 2017 – Headlines for Governors
96.3% (53 out of 55) attended on the day (September 92.5%).
96.3 of consultations were held on the day which include attendance on day,
structured conversations on phone and home visits.
Outstanding appointments – 3.7% - all of which are due to be held in the week
following Futures Day.
Parent/Carers Comments Following Consultation:
When asked, ‘How well do you think the meeting has gone?’ every parent/carer
said yes, other comments included: The future day meetings always go very well
“I think the meeting has gone really well” 53 parents/carers said yes
“Thank you for the meeting and keep up the excellent work”
When asked ‘have we had missed anything?’ – 100% said No
When asked ‘have we listened to you well enough and do you think we have
understood the issues?’ – 100% said Yes
When asked ‘is there anything else you want to add’ – 52 parents said No
Well-being referrals on the day - 1
Building Issues February 1st 2017 Appendix D
Sprinkler Tank
We are waiting for a decision as to what is going to be the way forward for the work
required to repair or the renewal of the Sprinkler Tank, the two previous repairs have not
been successful and the tank is still leaking.
The water supply to the tank is continuously replenishing the lost water from the tank to
give the school full cover in the case of a fire situation. Hampshire Fire and Rescue
Services have been informed.
Metal Fencing
Re-routing and additional metal fencing has been completed in the vicinity of the sprinkler
tank cover during the Christmas holiday period.
It is hoped the new fencing will stop the students from being able to climb from the top of
the sprinkler tank cover over the original fencing.
Sunken Paving Slabs
Work has been completed to the levelling of the sunken paving slabs, this has been a long
term defect that the main building contractors have now fulfilled.
Energy Consumption
The school is showing above the consumption of energy for Gas and Electricity for a
building of this size, although it may be down to a variety of reasons. Staff have been
asked to be vigilant by switching off lights when not in use shutting doors and turning off
computers. At the Management Partnership meeting last month, Jo Cowmeadow the
County Building Surveyor said he would ask that some outside monitoring to be put in
place to try to identify the reasons for the high usage.
Main Electrical Meter

At the end of December the main electrical meter developed a fault, this caused a total loss
of electricity to the building. After a comprehensive testing to electrical systems and
components that may have been the cause, it was concluded that the problem was the
meter itself which was replaced.

Headteacher Report to Governors
Prospect School – February 2017 – Sharon Chinnappa – Prepared 16/01/2017
Topic
Admissions

Data
Number on roll =57

Up until
January 2017 we had 58 students on roll. This is 6 students above our Agreed Pupil
Number (APN = 52).
YR 7 – 14, YR 8- 12, YR 9 – 17, YR 10 – 6, YR 11 - 9

Number who have left the
school since the last report =
1 + 1 pending

A year 11 student is due to leave us due to a change in LAC care arrangements and the fact that
we can no longer meet need. It was widely felt that Prospect School was not the correct placement
for him and so we are working together with SEN to action a speedy solution to prevent him from
becoming more disengaged with education.
A year 8 student has come off of roll due to a geographic relocation. There are numerous students
looking for placements who are currently not in education, so we will be able to replace these
students. These decisions are made by me in conjunction with SEN at local SEMH placement
panels which occur every half term.
A new year 9 student has started and has settled well.

Number who have joined the
school since the last report= 1
Attendance

Narrative
16th

Actual Attendance = 86.10%
Filtered Attendance = 89.4%

Target Attendance = 94.00%

Authorised Absences = 8.85%
Unauthorised Absences = 4.0%

Looked after
children (LAC)

Number of LAC = 7% (4)

Number of
children who
are young

Number who are officially YC =
0

Our actual attendance has been hit by some late starters in year 7. We also have 17 students for
whom attendance is a cause for concern due to their vulnerability and mental health. Some of our
boys are simply not well enough to attend school. Boys who are seriously medically unfit to attend
school account for 11% of our roll. Whilst our attendance has started off quite low, it has dipped
again and is currently 86.10% for all students. (83.9% for this term so far) Discounting the 11% who
are unfit to attend our current overall attendance is 89.4%. As the year progresses, it is expected
that this figure will improve.
This is a high target, but one that we aspire to. For our setting a solid target would be 90%.
Currently 46% of our students have an attendance figure of 94% and above. 15% have an
attendance figure of 100%. We have set our target quite high as we believe that attendance is
linked to academic success.
Authorised absences have fallen so far this term, but unauthorised ones have risen. No student has
given permission to take holiday outside of term-time.
Unauthorised absences have risen by nearly 3%. This is due to some of our YR 11’s starting to get
anxious over them leaving Prospect. CHI is reviewing the list and will be sending letters home to
remind parents of their duty to ensure that boys are in school.
We currently have 4 students who are LAC. One is currently refusing to attend but has been placed
in full-time children’s home care and is awaiting possible placement in another school more local to
him in Southampton.
Although one year 8 does have a caring role I his family.

carers
Pupil premium

Number of pupils entitled to
pupil premium funding = 61%
(35)
Current allocation = £32,725

How the money is being spent
(£38,900)

35 Students currently qualify for Pupil Premium funding. This is remarkably small considering our
client group. We are currently looking into whether all parents are claiming FSM who should be
doing so.
Each PP student is allocated £935.00. Extra money is available for those who have recently left
local authority care. This money is used to fund numerous interventions to help the boys reach their
full potential.
Pupil premium funding has been and will continue to be used for the following:



Cost of overstaffing Key Stage 3 core subject groups to enable grouping of specific needs and
provide intensive support to boost progress



Cost of developing capacity of non-specialist subject staff to enable Key Stage 3 pupils
emotional needs to be accommodated by staying in ‘home’ tutor arrangements



Targeted intensive support to raise achievement in mathematics via a 1:1 teacher



Literacy intervention and Lexia scheme to improve English outcomes



Introduction of Prospect Early Help and Wellbeing teams to offer a range of support to pupils
and their families.



Providing free after-school clubs



Providing a free breakfast club



Providing food hampers / additional rewards/ hair cut



Providing specialised resources for individuals and groups of pupils as recommended by
specific agencies including learning pods



Subsidising the cost of school curriculum trips and activities



Transporting pupils/parents to increase attendance and engagement



Bringing pupils in to school who do not meet the 3 mile minimum journey entitlement



Provision of a ‘Safe Space’ Sensory Room

The impact of spending

Achievement
and standards

Analysis of internal data on
pupil progress.



Provision of Termly Respite Residential weekends



Improved attendance – for those struggling to get to school



Improved engagement – for those who have not been in school for a long period of time



Better parental support



Development of social skills and resilience

Prospect School is currently finalising its new attainment and progress skills ladders in English,
Maths and Science. This will give us an individual trajectory based on individual CATS scores and is
based on the new GCSE 9 point scale. The new system will enable us to provide individual
trajectory graphs for each student, so that their progress can easily be mapped. An example of one
is shown here:
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document or
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to emphasize a
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Effectiveness
of leadership
and
management

Update on school improvement
priorities

Changes to the staffing
structure

Changes to the curriculum

Work carried out in partnership
with other schools and
organisations

Leadership and Management improvements – A code of conduct has been adopted and signed by
SLT so that all staff should know what response they should expect to receive. A new staff code of
conduct – right to dignity at work, has also been adopted and signed by staff.
The SDP is finished. It highlights the following stands for improvement:
Priorities 2016-17:
Provide students with highest quality teaching;
Be passionate leaders;
Provide opportunities for consolidation and enrichment;
Deliver a sustainable business model;
Realise the potential in everyone.
The Inclusion team have been in place since December. The young staff have grown into the
role and have developed professionally. The courtyard has been much quieter. The role of
the team, for example, getting students back into class is now clear to all staff. Flash points during
the day have been identified and corrective action taken and the team meet once a term to review
and reflect on issues raised.
A member of SLT has left and a member of staff on long term sick is returning to the new role of
SENCo.
A new Science teacher has been appointed who shows great promise. She has skills in a multitude
of curriculum areas and brings a great new perspective to the curriculum.
KS3 have a tailored curriculum to ensure a settled start to the day so that they are prepared to
engage with learning.
Our Apex provision continues to provide a small group withdrawal session for a limited time to help
them re-engage with school boundaries and gives respite to the rest of their class if felt appropriate.
‘Focus’ time is still proving successful and is having a positive impact on boys being able to work
independently, in silence and in developing resilience.
Students are given access to college placements one day a week if this will help them engage with
the rest of the week in school.
Work placements are also used with the same effect.
We have now introduced enrichment periods to the current timetable. This provides two afternoons
of alternative curriculum to include Volleyball project with Park Community School and Duke of
Edinburgh Award amongst other opportunities for boys to develop alternative skills.
A new academic curriculum is currently being planned. The new school offer will include equivalent
GCSE’s in: Food Tech, Craft, Art and Design, Sport and fitness, Science, English, Maths and
Computing (ECDL). Additional vocational qualifications in BSL, Horticulture and Music are also in
the pipeline.
We currently use the APEX provision at Park Community School for students who need some
alternative provision to help break up their week.
CHI attends Havant FED Heads as well as SEMH Heads and Special Heads.
Prospect is part of the Mulberry Bush Teaching school’s peer review group that works to help
improve practice in all schools.
Work is underway to create a joint Volleyball project with Park School. This is due to start at Easter

Finance and Budget

Quality of
teaching

Number of lessons rated as
‘outstanding’, ‘good’ or
‘requires improvement’

and will involve Park School picking up our boys and a teacher and taking them to join in the
Volleyball session at the school. They will then be bought back to school. This is a good opportunity
to increase the amount of exposure our boys have to other young people and places.
The budget has been revised due to the loss and subsequent acquisition of some staff. From
September 2017 our APN has been increased to 58. This better represents the number of students
that we are working with currently and will give us an additional 60k up front funding for the school.
At present we have to wait until the end of the financial year to receive funding for students on roll
above the current 52 APN, which makes financial planning problematic as it is awarded on a
retrospectively calculated full-time attendance pro rata formula.
The audit was not as successful as we would have liked with only one application out of the seven
submitted being successful. This has put us in a difficult situation as we cannot appeal and we
cannot apply for step 6 funding for these boys again. The failure to successfully apply for step 6
funding occurred for two main reasons. Firstly, CHI had no experience of having participated in an
audit before and trusted that what was submitted was of high quality. Secondly, the member of staff
responsible for preparing the audit had successfully applied in previous years and so it was felt that
they knew what they were doing. The feedback from the panel suggests that more evidence was
needed on the impact of an individual’s behaviour on the learning of others. This was lacking in the
evidence partly due to the way that teachers write up incidents. To address this in the future, CHI’s
mentor has agreed to investigate with CHI someone in another school who has a high level of
success with audit applications and share good practice so that we are better prepared next time.
Teachers have also been asked to change the way that they input information and have been asked
to focus more on the impact of the learning of others as evidence for needing more funding. A new
SENCo role will be in place by 23rd January. This person will be line managed by a member of staff
who successfully applied for audit funds a few years ago. It is hoped that these actions will improve
our success in future application rounds.
We are also awaiting for High Needs top-up funding to come through in March. The timing of these
financial announcements means that we have to be cautious with our planned expenditure, but we
still have to employ enough staff to keep the school safe. We are hoping that the budget will
improve further so that necessary building works can be carried out in the next financial year.
Formal observation of lessons has been carried out by SLT. Of the 12 teaching observations carried
out, mostly in SLT pairings, 75% (9) were judged to be ‘Good or Outstanding’. 50% (6) were judged
as Outstanding and 25% (3) were judged as requires improvement. One of these members of staff
has subsequently left due to family issues, and the other 2 are trainees who are receiving intensive
support. This is in line with our current SDP target of 75% Good and Outstanding and above our
target of 40% outstanding. Teaching staff have had specific CPD identified in order to help them
improve their teaching. JoP has created an impressive twilight timetable addressing areas of
development as identified in the first round of formal observations. These will take place before the
second round of observations later after half term and will provide us with evidence of efficacy and
impact.
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Fixed Term Exclusions = 27
days
Number of Physical Restraints
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All teaching staff have had new targets set in line with the SDP. Most teachers are at the top of their
pay scale and there is little room for progression. Support staff are in the process of having targets
set with their LM’s. All support staff have been judged as meeting expectations. Where they are not
at the top of their scale, support staff will receive an increment in their April pay.
One long standing member of staff has left Prospect due to personal issues, and another member
of staff has notified CHI that they will be leaving at Easter. One F/T Teacher of Science has been
appointed and two TA posts remain vacant as well as P/T PA to the HT and a P/T Assistant Site
Manager.
Support Staff absence remains an issue with such high levels of staffing needed to keep the school
safe. Many staff also have small children and have time off when they are sick too. The winter term
is turning out to be a difficult one with flu etc.
Teachers – 3 days sickness to date and one long-term sickness of 3 months. This member of staff
returned on the 23rd January on a phased return.
TA's - 13.5 days of sickness x 8 staff = average 1.7 days. This is an improvement on last reports
numbers.
Meetings have been held with relevant staff to talk about their attendance.
Staff at Prospect are actively encouraged to engage in CPD at every available opportunity. This
term staff will be attending SEN English specialism courses (FB) and NPQH training (JP). CHI will
be attending DSL training and two members of the English staff team will be starting the NPQML
and NPQSL respectively. Two places have been secured on the Outstanding TA training
programme. Another two members of staff will be undertaking Mountain Bike accredited training.
CHI has finished and graduated from NPQH.
Several staff are undertaking CERT Ed and part time degree courses in their own time.
There have been a few safeguarding incidents including a CP issue and a medication issue.+
Procedures have been refined as a result and better controls are now in place
There have been 15 individual exclusions totalling 27 days. In addition there was a further 16 days
pending a PEX. All exclusions have been for assaults on staff or for causing a health and safety
issue by being out of control and not on school site, or acting dangerously.
Over half (7) of the current number of restraints have been with year 7 boys. One of the year 7
boys account for 57% of the total PR’s for year 7 and 36% of the total PR’s for all year groups. All
PR’s are with KS3 (Yrs. 7 and 8) students. No year 9 nor KS4 boy has had a PR since the last HT
report. The current year 7 cohort are a large and challenging group to manage. The number of PR’s
for this report window has fallen by 61%. There are an average of 1.8 PR’s per week in this
reporting cycle. This is a huge improvement. It is expected that these will continue to fall
dramatically as time progresses.
3 year 7 boys, 4 year 8 boys have had PR’s.
1 member of staff dropped a pair of scissors and they stabbed her in the foot.

Number of students involved in
accidents = 0

There have been no student accidents since the last report.

Number of staff involved in
violent incidents = 8

Includes various assaults on staff. Does not include staff injuries acquired during a hold.

Arising health and safety
issues

None

Details of any in-school activity
to promote conduct, punctuality
and respect for the school
environment

Breakfast club ensures that boys have eaten and if medication is needed, then this is given at the
appropriate time.
Inclusion team members enable a smoother transition to lessons.
Boys can earn star rewards in every lesson for completing work, positive behaviour towards others
and treating the school and staff with respect. If they cause vandalism, stars are taken away as a
sanction.
Staff have been encouraged to engage with students as soon as possible to prevent damage to
doors. An extended day is given to boys who abuse school property. So far during this report cycle,
£2200 worth of damage has been done to school property. This is mostly doors that have been
damaged due to the kicking of them. This is about the same as in the last report. CHI is
investigating steel doors as a replacement as and when exterior doors get broken. CHI continues to
use Tutor and assembly time on a Friday to try and explain the impact of regular vandalism and its
effect on the amount of money that is then available for trips etc.
Each weekly staff newsletter sets out the school vision and highlights students who are to be
monitored during the week.
As a reward for their conduct and engagement with learning year 11 boys are bring invited to take
part in the first Avon Tyrell residential from 10th-12th February.
Staff are also rewarded for their extra effort in the Above and Beyond nominations on a Friday
morning in briefing.
There have been several concerns raised by parents concerning the type of food on offer within
school. Our ‘Healthy School Status’ lapsed a couple of years ago and the new Headteacher is in the
process of changing what we provide in school so that we can apply for it again. As a result we
have already consulted with HCC and met with the supervisor of HCC’s catering company to select
more healthy options. The food that is available at lunch time is delivered in line with a strict set of
nutritional and calorific rules that applies to all HCC maintained schools. We will be receiving similar
guidance on a healthier choice of foods that boys will have access to at break and in tutor groups.
10th – 12th February 2017 – Avon Tyrell Residential
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Appendix E
Prospect Safeguarding report – 1.2.17
I met with Laura Clarke, Paul Cooper has been a part of this safeguarding review too.

 Fire Safety procedure and drill – observed by Paul
 Check DBS – For govs this is now being done every 3 years and the process has started. This is also happening for all staff at
Prospect although it will take some time to set up.
 Health & Safety training and risk assessments – Update for this is happening; with Jeanette & Ann from the office
monitoring. Risk assessment of the building is overseen by Lorenne/Jeanette and the risk assessments for pupils through
the evolve system is overseen by Sharon/Mel. This includes a robust risk assessment for swimming, high staff/pupil ratio
and each pupil has a personal RA too.
 Currently no pregnant staff
 Safeguarding – LC updates the log every 2wks & this covers all events. Social Care have been called twice this term, once for
CAMHS and once for CIN. Access to this log is by LC & PB only.
 KS, SC & JP doing DSL training
 Home visits are taking place with a focus on language and inappropriateness
 ‘Keep Safe’ document is in the staffroom for all to access
 Accidents are now in and online format and Lorenne does this
 Prevent strategy was delivered to staff on 04.02.2016 and was incorporated in our safeguarding training to staff on
03.01.2017.
 How to report incidents? – Concern case note (blue), physical/sexual (yellow) these then go to LC or PB who decide on the
action to be taken & with 3 more DSLs in situ this will cover times when LC or PB are not on site.

